Meeting held at Cannington on Saturday, 22 June 2019

WEATHER: Showers  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr S Jones, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr J Moore
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Ineligible: Race 5 IT’S A DIAMOND (21/6)
Stewards Permission: Race 7 RAPPA FLASH (18/6)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R46(1)(g) - Race 9 DANICA KEEPING x 3 days (9.37pm)

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 5 PREMIUM SHARE, Race 6 VERNE ALLEN, Race 7 GRACE ALI.

STEWARDS ADVICE: There was a delay to the start of Race 7 due a heavy shower. Race 7 commenced at 9.09pm, Race 8 was rescheduled to 9.25pm, Race 9 to 9.40pm and Race 10 to 9.55pm. All remaining races commenced as scheduled.

At 9.14pm the Stewards downgraded the track to "Slow".

Box Draw results for the Paradise Street Trophy: Box 1 VERNE ALLEN; Box 2 PREMIUM SHARE; Box 3 WEST ON AUGIE; Box 4 WISE RICCIARDO; Box 5 GRACE ALI; Box 6 PAGANONI; Box 7 REIDY’S RUNNER; Box 8 ROCKSTAR PATRIOT; Reserve 1 INCREDIBLE HERO; Reserve 2 DYNA DEAN.

Race 1 - Novice/Provincial/380 - Novice - 7:05 PM
(380M): UNO ROAD, BURN OUT BOY & CHECK PILOT began quickly. BILL ABALONE & MONEY EARNER began slowly. BURN OUT BOY galloped on the heels of CHECK PILOT on the first turn, both lost ground. RIPPIN’ WIFEY & BURN OUT BOY collided on the first turn. BILL ABALONE shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. UNO LOZZA checked off the heels of UNO ROAD in the back straight. BILL ABALONE checked off the heels of MONEY EARNER approaching the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that CHECK PILOT had a Left and Right Hindleg Gracilis M. Injury (Back M.) and a Left and Right Hindleg Sartorius M. Injury (Pencil/Whip) and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 2 - Grade 5/Provincial/520 - Grade 5 - 7:27 PM
(520M): GEHRING BALE & SUNSET ECHO began quickly. ZABEEKA & FLY BY THEM began slowly and collided soon after the start. SHAWSY checked off the heels of WISE ROSBERG soon after the start. GEHRING BALE & WISE ROSBERG collided on the first turn. SHAWSY & ZABEEKA collided on the first turn. SUNSET ECHO & SUPER BLADE collided on the second turn. SUNSET ECHO and BLUNDERBUSS collided in the back straight. GEHRING BALE & SUPER BLADE collided in the back straight. SHAWSY checked off the heels of WISE ROSBERG approaching the home turn. ZABEEKA & SUNSET ECHO collided approaching the home turn.

Race 3 - Grade 5/City/520 - Grade 5 - 7:47 PM
(520M): MAJOR UPGRADES began quickly. BACK ON LAVA began slowly. MOTO DOLL, MJOLNIRS MIGHT, SUBSCRIBE & FABS GEM collided soon after the start. MOTO DOLL, MJOLNIRS MIGHT & SUBSCRIBE collided approaching the first turn, MJOLNIRS MIGHT lost ground. FABS GEM, WINLOCK BANKING & JERKY BOY collided on the first turn. MJOLNIRS MIGHT checked off the heels of FABS GEM and collided with BACK ON LAVA on the first turn. MJOLNIRS MIGHT & FABS GEM collided at the catching pen. MOTO DOLL galloped on the heels of FABS GEM on the second turn, MOTO DOLL lost ground. FABS GEM checked off the heels of MJOLNIRS MIGHT in the back straight. SUBSCRIBE & JERKY BOY collided on the third turn. SUBSCRIBE checked off the heels of JERKY BOY approaching the home turn. MOTO DOLL, MJOLNIRS MIGHT & SUBSCRIBE collided approaching the home turn. SUBSCRIBE checked off the heels of MJOLNIRS MIGHT on the home turn.

Race 4 - Free For All (s)/City/520 - Free For All (s) - 8:12 PM
WINSOME BOSSMAN, BLACK BOMBSHELL & PETRIA MONELLI began quickly. CRACKERJACK SKIP & QUARA'S ZADE began slowly. BUNDLES GALORE & BLACK BOMBSHELL collided soon after the start. CRACKERJACK SKIP checked off the heels of WINSOME BOSSMAN soon after the start. BUNDLES GALORE checked off the heels of BLACK BOMBSHELL soon after the start. WINSOME BOSSMAN & BLACK BOMBSHELL collided on the first turn. PETRIA MONELLI & CROPDUSTER collided on the first turn. BUNDLES GALORE & CAMPINI collided on the first turn. CRACKERJACK SKIP & QUARA'S ZADE collided on the first turn. WINSOME BOSSMAN & CAMPINI collided in the back straight. BLACK BOMBSHELL & CROPDUSTER collided on the third turn. WINSOME BOSSMAN & CRACKERJACK SKIP collided approaching the home turn. BLACK BOMBSHELL checked off the heels of CAMPINI on the home turn.

Race 5 - Paradise Street Trophy (L) (Heat)/City/600 (1) - Open - 8:28 PM

PREMIUM SHARE & PAGANONI began quickly. BOOM DOWN & DYNA ORENTHAL began slowly. HELLO I'M KEV & ALLEN MIKE collided soon after the start. REIDY'S RUNNER checked off the heels of PREMIUM SHARE on the first turn. PREMIUM SHARE & PAGANONI collided on the first turn. DYNA ORENTHAL & REIDY'S RUNNER collided on the first turn. DYNA ORENTHAL & HELLO I'M KEV collided several times on the first turn. BOOM DOWN checked off the heels of HELLO I'M KEV on the second turn. BOOM DOWN & HELLO I'M KEV collided on the third turn. BOOM DOWN checked off the heels of DYNA ORENTHAL on the fourth turn. BOOM DOWN & DYNA ORENTHAL collided on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that HELLO I'M KEV had a Right Hindleg Hamstrings Injury (SM/ST) and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 6 - Paradise Street Trophy (L) (Heat)/City/600 (2) - Open - 8:44 PM

TANOAN CREEK, VERNE ALLEN & HELLO I'M RONGO began quickly. BEE DEE began slowly. INCREDIBLE HERO & EIGHTY EIGHT collided soon after the start. TANOAN CREEK & VERNE ALLEN collided on the first turn. VERNE ALLEN & HELLO I'M RONGO collided on the first turn. INCREDIBLE HERO shifted out and collided with EIGHTY EIGHT & WISE RICCIARDO on the first turn. BEE DEE galloped on the heels of EIGHTY EIGHT on the first turn, both lost ground.

Race 7 - Paradise Street Trophy (L) (Heat)/City/600 (3) - Open - 8:59 PM

WEST ON AUGIE began quickly. ROCKSTAR PATRIOT began slowly. SNALLYGASTER, DYNA DEAN & GRACE ALI collided on the first turn. SNALLYGASTER, DYNA DEAN & ROCKSTAR PATRIOT on the second turn. SNALLYGASTER checked off the heels of ROCKSTAR PATRIOT on the third turn. DYNA DEAN & ROCKSTAR PATRIOT collided on the home turn.

Race 8 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:14 PM

BUSHMAN'S DROVER, PEYTON PLACE & RUNAWAY LOVE began quickly. WAGTAIL MAVIS began slowly. SIMPLY SOPHIE & PEYTON PLACE collided soon after the start. SUNSET OCTAVIA & VIKING VINCE collided on the first turn. PEYTON PLACE & SUNSET OCTAVIA collided in the back straight. BUSHMAN'S DROVER & RUNAWAY LOVE collided approaching the home turn. PEYTON PLACE & VIKING VINCE collided approaching the home turn. SIMPLY SOPHIE & WAGTAIL MAVIS collided on the home turn, WAGTAIL MAVIS stumbled and lost ground. PEYTON PLACE & VIKING VINCE collided in the home straight.

Race 9 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 9:39 PM

KIOWA RECALL began quickly. KIOWA RECALL crossed to the outside and collided with ROOM TO BOOM soon after the start. SERG'S GIRL & NAUGHT GUNN collided soon after the start. NAUGHTY GUNN checked off the heels of ROOM TO BOOM approaching the home turn.

Race 10 - Maiden/Provincial/380 - Maiden - 9:54 PM

MICAL GIRL began quickly. TURNED UP MOMENT began slowly. SHIFTY ACE, MIXED UP MOMENT & GAZZA MION collided on the first turn. BETTY BLINDER & MICAL GIRL collided on the first turn. TURNED UP MOMENT checked off the heels of GAZZA MION in the back straight. BETTY BLINDER & SHIFTY ACE collided on the second turn. TURNED UP MOMENT & GAZZA MION collided approaching the home turn. MICAL GIRL checked off the heels of BETTY BLINDER in the home straight.
**Race 11 - Grade 5/Provincial/380 - Grade 5 - 10:12 PM**

(380M): ZAFONIC FORCE & GO GETTEM JINGLE began quickly. APPLEJACK & WHAT A QUESTION began slowly. APPLIED & APPLEJACK collided soon after the start. APPLEJACK checked off the heels of COOL TALENT soon after the start. APPLIED & APPLEJACK collided on the first turn, APPLEJACK stumbled and lost ground. STICKY VICKI checked off the heels of CANAL TURN on the first turn. WHAT A QUESTION raced wide in the back straight. STICKY VICKI checked off the heels of CANAL TURN on the second turn. WHAT A QUESTION checked off the heels of STICKY VICKI approaching the home turn. APPLEJACK checked off the heels of COOL TALENT in the home straight.

**Race 12 - Mixed 5/6/Country/275 - Mixed 5/6 - 10:27 PM**

(275M): TANGO DANCER began quickly. TEGAN ROSE, SHE’S STARDUST & OAKS VALLEY began slowly. JUDO & TANGO DANCER collided on the first turn. TEGAN ROSE checked off the heels of SHE’S STARDUST on the first turn, TEGAN ROSE stumbled and lost ground. JUDO & RICKSHAW MILLIE collided on the first turn. SHE’S STARDUST checked off the heels of RICKSHAW MILLIE on the first turn. RICKSHAW MILLIE checked off the heels of JUDO approaching the home turn. OAKS VALLEY raced wide on the home turn.

FINAL.